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to the manager's work, and a lack of basic thinking skills can damage the organization's ability to respond to opportunities. In this six-course guide to making major business decisions, the following process is recommended: 1) identify the problem, 2) identify the criteria, 3) weigh the criteria, 4) generate alternatives, 5)
rate each alternative for each criterion, and 6) calculate the optimal solution. Related topics: Newsletter Promo Summary and excerpts from recent books, special offers, and more from the Harvard Business Press Review. This tutorial for: Beginners. Difficulty :1/10 What is covered: -How to download images,
backgrounds and sounds. How to make an object. These are things like character, walls, and basically everything in your game that is not a background, sound or image. How to make a room. This is where the game will take place. know-how. Well, you're in the right place. The first thing you need to know once you start
is eating. You may have to follow some of the other tutorials I do after that. And remember... Well, I just quote what I said to someone once (It was nub and won't stop downloading useless games.) Great game takes time. Those games you did didn't. I don't know if you're new or not, but you have to try to find out what
great games are made by people with experience. Maybe learn more and then post a new game. None of us care how long it takes. But remember, don't give up. You have to listen to this guy. Looks like he knows something or two. Now, without further ado, the textbook. Go here and download Game Maker 7 (you need
a yoyogames account.) install and download it! PICTURE 1 It looks confusing! Sprites, sounds, backgrounds, paths, scripts, fonts, time lines, objects, and rooms? What are those? Well, we only need five, so lets include a simple modePICTURE 2Click highlighted button. Now it's better. If you like that window explorer to
look your best, use left glass. If you like it faster, use the top buttons with pictures. If you use the left panel, you should right click the folder and click create everything. 1. Create Sprite 2. Create a 3 sound. Create a background 4. Create Object 5. Create a room. -BELOW THIS POINT, YOU DON'T NEED THE RIGHT
CLICK TO USE THIS IN EXPLORER VIEW- 6. Edit game information. 7. Edit game settings 8. See game maker help file. (I recommend viewing this after this tutorial if you don't understand it.) 6 and 7 are a little more difficult. Leave them alone for now. Now the second picture. 1,2,3. If you don't know them, please go
back to the typewriter, or DOS. It's easier there. 4. Create a standalone excutible. Creates .exe games. This won't allow you to see all of this junk menu when downloading that .exe. 5. Publication to yoyogames. 6. Running game. 7.Start in debugging mode. Leave it alone. Now let's find out about sprites. What is a
sprite? Sprites were originally invented as a method of quickly compiling multiple images together in two-dimensional video games using special equipment. As the computer's performance improved, this optimization became unnecessary, and the term evolved to specifically refer to two-dimensional images that were
themselves integrated into the scene. That is, the numbers generated by either user hardware or software only were called sprites. As 3D graphics became more common, the term was used to describe techniques in which flat images are easily integrated into complex three-dimensional scenes. Thanks to Wikipedia!!!
Anyway, enough with credited plagarism. Come on Picture one. 1. Sprite viewing area. 2. Name. 3. Sprite download button. 4. Edit the sprite button. This will be covered in a later tutorial. 5. Transparent. Again, this will be covered in a later tutorial. 6. Good button. Spirit. 7. Details of the sprite. Sprite. subimage is the
number of frames that the sprite has. If it's more than one, it's considered animated. Okay, time for pic two. This is how you download all the game maker related. Figure 3 Download is complete. You'll see how things have changed. I also changed the name of the sprite. That's it. To the sounds. Nothing covered in the
previous steps will be listed here if it doesn't matter. The sound is just that. Sound. It can be effects or background music. 1. Playing sound. 2. Stop the sound. 3. The name of the sound file. Yes, a quick overview. Not much you can do with sounds in simple mode. Well good. In the background. The background is a giant
sprite that can't be used for anything. It's just a picture really. Now for the hardest things to do in Objects.An, this object is a major part of the game. Without them, the game would not exist. I can't help you with that. But, I can make an object for you. Go to the next step to learn how to do it. First, choose a sprite. Now that
we can do anything, we need events. This is when the action is happed. Actions on the right. Click Add Event Now Click Keyboard. NOT a key press or key release. Then press to the left. Repeat for all four directions. Click Add Event Now Click Keyboard. NOT a key press or key release. Downstairs there is one called
No Key. Choose this one. Click Add Event Go to Other Click Outside The Click Add Event Click Create There's All the Events We Need. Now click on the left event. In Action, click with red arrows pointing in 8 directions. You have to drag it into an empty white box. A box pops up. Click on the left arrow. Set the speed to
5. Repeat from down, up, and, right. Just change the direction of the arrow. The speed remains the same. The No Key do the same, but the speed should be 0 and the square in the middle should be pressed. MAKE SURE THAT ONLY ONE ARROW IS PRESSED FOR ALL COMMANDS. For the outside room, at the
bottom of the action, there is an action with 4 red arrows. Drag him into the box. In the window that pops up, select both directions from the fall down list. In Create, you have to go to the action box, and click on the main1 tab Now look for action that is the speaker in a gray square. Drag it and select the sound in the box
that pops up. MAKE SURE THE NOOSE IS OFF. There's an excruciating long step the object has made. Now in the rooms This is where the game takes place in 1. Objects 2. Object Name 3. Different controls 4. The removal that lies at the heart. Ignore. 5. Room. Click in the room section to place the object. Put one of
yours. 1. Snap x. distance mesh on x axis. 2. snap u. same, but for the axis. 3. Grid display. 4. Show menu. Look, don't touch it. 5. Room Name 6. The signature to the number. what appears in the bar's headline. 7. Room width in pixels 8. The height of the room 9. Speed numbers. Don't touch. Third rice. 1. Show the
color of the background. 2. Background 3. The list is back. Don't touch 4 or 5 6. Which BG to use. 7 8 9 10 leave alone. 11 and 12 tile image 13 stretches it. Pic 4 FINAL COMNA! sorry I forgot to put F5 or green arrow on top to play. The arrow keys are moving. Wow, you did it. Your first game. Thanks for following this
tutorial Good luck making more games Also, experiment If it doesn't work, don't ask me if you can fix the it.gmc.yoyogames.com Google Yahoo www.yoyogames.com www.yoyogames.com/make/tutorials www.yoyogames.com/make/tutorials game maker point direction mouse. game maker point_direction problem. game
maker point_direction code. yoyo gamemaker point_direction. game maker move towards point direction. point_direction gamemaker español. how to use point direction game maker. como usar point_direction en game maker
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